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Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

I would like to express my opinion on the
growing independence that women earned in
these past years starting with the right to vote
granted by the 1 9th Amendment.
I think it was a great achievement for us.
Before the 1 9th Amendment we were nothing,
we were an object, we couldn’t even have our
own properties.
Now we have more liberty, but also, a lot of
people still look at us if we were criminals, only
because we are behaving like men do.
I hope people will understand that men and
women aren’t different, God didn’t make us
different, we all have the same rights and I
think men should realize it.
We are not made just to be mothers and stay
at home while our husbands go out and have
fun.
I love the idea of going to pubs and ball rooms,
and having fun sometimes, I think we need it
sometimes to break the routine.
I think it’s our duty towards the next generation
of women to try to gain more freedom. I think
we’ll make it.

I'm writing you to explain my point of view and
my disapproval about the alcohol prohibition in
our Country.
As everybody knows, alcohol has been
nationally banned by the Eighteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution.
This amandement has helped to reduce the
amount of the alcohol consumed but it is also
the cause of crime increase.
This prohibition has helped the Mafia to widen
its illegal trade.
I'm talking about “Bootlegging”, alcohol
beverages are sold illegally in a profitable,
violent, black market.
A large number of people have begun to make
their own alcoholic beverages at home.
Prohibition is literally destroying society, helping
a wide spreading of criminal activity.
I'm sure that if alcohol would be legal,
criminality would decrease.
Putting a limit to the age to alcohol buyers (over
20 years old) would help the society to have a
smaller number of drunk people on the streets
or at the wheel.
Eliminating the legal manufacture and sale of
alcoholic drinks is not reducing mortality from
cirrhosis of the liver or alcoholic admissions to
state hospital and it is not solving the major
social and economic problems of American
society.
Prohibition is self-defeating, I would invite you
to take into consideration on these factors in
order to make a suitable decision about it.

Ylenia Mion

Warmest regards
Elena Califano
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Famous women chart
According to a survey made to
some men randomly chosen, we
understood which women and in
which order are the most beloved
in this time. Here is the chart!
1.
GLORIA SWANSON:
movie star
Gloria was born in Chicago in
1 899. She’s an American actress
of Hollywood silent movies. She
was engaged at the age of only
1 8 to the producer Nack Sennet
and got her first important role in
1 91 5. In 1 91 6 she married the
actor Wallace Beery, but they
divorced three years later. After
that, she signed a contract with
Paramount. With her intriguing
beauty and an engaging ravenblack head of hair, by this time
Gloria is becoming a star. Now
she’s in France to make the film
Madame Sans-Gène, coming
soon, and people say she’s
meeting the playboy marquis
Henri de la Falaise de la
Coudraye. Don’t miss her last
film!
2.
JOSEPHINE BAKER:
entertainer

Revue Nègre in Champ-Elysees
theater. Here, Parisians went
mad for her beauty as a woman
and her ability as an artist. She
dances Charleston and Jazz. At
the moment, Josephine is still in
Europe for her tournèe and
maybe she will star in the Folles
Bergère revue.
3.
ZELDA SAYRE:
famous flapper (wife of F. Scott
Fitzgerald)

in 1 906. She’s an American
dancer, showgirl and actress of
silent movies. Last year she
made her debut in Broadway with
Ziegfeld Follies. She plans to
work for the cinema in the United
States or Germany soon. She’s
introvert and has a difficult
character; maybe this is the
reason for her being in the last
position.

Zelda was born in Montgomery in
1 900. She’s an American free
lance journalist and writer and
wife of Fitzgerald, who she
married in 1 920. Don’t miss her
interview in this number!
4.
COCO CHANEL: celebrity
fashion designer
Gabrielle Bonheur Chanel was
born in Saumur (France) in 1 883.
The information about her
childhood are limited. Last year
she started meeting the duke of
Westminster and recently made
her debut with petite robe noire,
her small black dress. She
anticipates a change in the
sporting clothes signed Chanel
and the opening of a new shop in
Paris.

Josephine was born in Saint
Louis in 1 906 and is of African
origin. She’s an American singer
LOUISE BROOKS:
and dancer. Four years ago she 5.
made her debut in Broadway and dancer and movie star
last year she she went to Europe
Louise was born in Cherryvale
with

(Josephine Baker)
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ELEONORA DUSE: theater actress
(Europe)
Eleonora was born in 1 858, in Vigevano,
into a family of actors and actresses, and
went on stage since she was very young.
When she was 20, she was the head of a
theatre company. Around 1 880, Eleonora
made the repertory choises, which marked
her artistic route and career. In particular,
her repertory was modern and various, from
verism of Verga to the drama of Sardou and
Dumas. In 1 882 she met Gabriele
d’Annunzio in Rome for the first time, but
she sent him away with disdain. She married
only once, with no success; but she lived a
lot of love affairs till 1 909, when she
abandoned theatre and interpreted her first
and only film. In 1 921 Eleonora returned on
stage but tragically died during her last
American tournèe, in Pittsburgh, in 1 924,
two years ago. After her death many
theaters and schools took her name, and
her restored wardrobe will be shown in
museums. Eleonora had been an important
European and world-famous figure. With her
talent and cheekiness she is still an example
for women that want to be famous and
beloved, to become famous actresses,
singers or dancers, to reach their dreams.
Eleonora is going to live in our memory for a
very long time and to be an additional push
for women who want to be someone!

(Luise Brooks)

Michela Tomasino
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A self-made woman
Interview to Zelda Fitzgerald
We met Zelda at her enormous house during one
of Fitzgerald’s trips in the US. We passed
through the huge entry door and arrived, taken
by the butler, to the big waiting room. We waited
half an hour because she was attending her
dance class. When she finally finished her
lesson, she welcomed us in the wonderful livingroom. She was lying gracefully on the couch
playing with her short curly and brown hair and
smoking. She has got beautiful brown eyes and
a provocative small mouth.
We took a seat opposite her and we asked our
first questions.

You grew up in Montgomery in a solid family
with 5 siblings and your parents. How was
growing up there and what was your
relationship with them?
At the beginning the relationship with my family
was ok, but when rumors started spreading, we
drifted apart, but I think those are their problems.
I don’t care about what they think, I live my life
with or without them.

(Zelda Fitzgerald)

We know that you are writing a book. What
should we expect?
Yes I am writing a book, but I prefer not to say
anything about it. I’ll only tell you that it will be
something very personal.

It has been 6 years from the big ceremony of
your wedding in NYC with Fitzgerald. How
What would you like to do in your future?
was the ceremony? How are things going
with your husband?
The ceremony was great. But.. you know.. I
prefer not to talk about my relationship with my
husband.

Two years after your wedding, you had a
beautiful daughter. What does she represent
for you?
You know, I love her, but.. I need time to live my
life, so I can’t always stay with her, but I think it
will help her to grow up a more independent
woman.

I would like to dance and become a dancer,
because dance is my passion.

A lot of people think you are a flapper. Do you
think you are?
I think this word isn’t adequate of our way of being.
We aren’t bad girls, we are only trying to obtain our
liberty.

Thank you very much for your time.
You’re welcome.

Mion Ylenia
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Women: a new generation

The first War World has just
finished, in this period of
liberalism, social and political
turbolence and of exchange
between America and Europe,
we can see the first changes
and effects: we behold a new
generation of young women
with an unusual and
unconventional way of dressing.
They show their disapproval for
the conventional social and
sexual norms, which they think
ancient. They discare old rigid
ideas about roles and embrace
consumerism and personal
choice.

They are wearing short skirts,
have excessive make-up, have
bobbed hair, drink, smoke, drive
and listen to jazz.
At night they go to jazz clubs
and dance such a shocking
dance: the Charleston. They
have their slang and their
language reflects their feelings
about marriage and drinking
habits. They are the Flappers.
They want to redefine women
roles; that also began working
outside the home, they want to
vote and they want to be equal
to men.

They are the result of great social
changes and a natural progression
of feminine liberation
WHAT DOES THE NAME MEAN?
The name has different meanings:
a young bird flapping its wings
while learning to fly, a prostitute and
we also use this word for a
“teenage girl” (whose hair is not yet
put up) and for their skirt movement
Finally women can have their liberty
and they can be independent. It is
the beginning of a long way
towards women emancipation in a
society where male roles are most
important.

Jessica Grion
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MUSIC

Raphsody in blue

Gershwin’s own intensions are to
correct the belief that jazz had to
be played strictly in time so that
Is it classical music with pop
The concert itself apparently was one could dance to it.
elements or jazz with serious
quite long and the music
The clearest influence of jazz is
pretensions?
reportedly was of variable quality the use of blues notes and the
and interest with Gershwin’s
use of so called “vernacular”
What’s certain is that it is
piece coming at the very end.
instruments such as accordion,
undisputedly American, a true
However Gershwin’s piece was
banjo and saxophones: all this
melting pot of musics, with
recognized immediately as
contributes to its jazz or popular
sources and idioms as diverse as something new and excitingly
style.
America itself.
different.
So why not take the opportunity
Rhapsody in Blue is a musical
Gershwin began his work on
to hear some genuine jazz
composition by George Gershwin January 7, for two pianos. After a music?
for solo piano and jazz band
few weeks he finished his
Be intrigued by this original and
written in 1 924, which combines composition and passed the
fantastic experimental classicelements of classical music with score to Whiteman’s arranger
jazz concert!
jazz-influenced effects.
Ferde Grofè, who orchestrated
The concert will take place on 5,
Rhapsody in Blue premiered in
the piece, finishing it on
May in Hudson Theather at 9
an afternoon concert on
February 4, only 8 days before
p.m.
February 1 2, 1 924 held by Paul
the premire.
Whiteman and his band “Palas
During the premiere Gershwin
For more information contact the
Royal Orchestra”, entitled “An
improvised some of what he was Hudson Theather’s Box Office
experiment in Modern Music”,
playing, the piece was a huge
from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
which took place in Aeolian Hall success and the composition
Tickets starts from $5.
in New York.
showed extraordinary talent.
Jennifer Della Mora

The messiah
In every city everybody is
speaking about him. He is on the
mouth of everyone: men, women
and even children.
Louis Armstrong, the young
trumpeter who plays with Erskine
Tate’s Little Symphony, is driving
everyone black and white
people, across the country crazy.
His way of playing Jazz is
refreshing the American music
scene.
If you haven’t listened to his
music at least once, you are
completely out. The last

innovation of Satch, Louis
Armstrong’s nickname is, scat
sing, which is the improvisation
of vocal jazz using non-sensical
words. This new idea has been
put in “Heebie Jeebies”, the new
album of the Erskine Tate’s Little
Symphony.While waiting for a
great live performance, not yet
programmed, the only and best
advice we could give you is this:
buy this album immediately. It
will open your mind and make
you cry.

(Luois Amstrong)

Michael Magrino
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New center of dance
DANCE

We are happy to present the
“Martha Graham Center of
Contemporary Dance”. Yes, dear
readers, the most famous ballet
dancer in America has
established a new company of
ballet and contemporary dance,
a new genre of dance. What
does it consists in?
Contemporary dance is a genre
of dance that uses dance
techniques and methods found
in ballet, modern dance, and it
also draws from other
philosophies of movement that
are outside the realm of classical
dance technique.
The term "contemporary dance"
is sometimes used to describe
dance that is not classical,
Broadway style jazz or folk
dance.

The hallmark of contemporary
dance is an awareness of the
limitations of form. Sub-genres
recently defined by dance critics
include non-dance, conceptual
dance and pedestrian
contemporary.
Martha Graham had a very good
idea creating this type of school,
because we know that dance is
her life. In fact, in 1 911 , after
seeing a theatrical performance
of Ruth St. Denis, an American
dancer, Martha decided to
choose dance as an occupation.
From 1 91 3 to 1 920 she studied
dance and theater; in 1 91 6 she
was a dancer in the ballet
company “Danishawn” and
danced in 1 920 in the
choreography “Xochtil”.
Martha debuted for the first time

in New York on 1 8 of April 1 926,
with some of her own
choreographies.
Graham's dance style is based
upon contraction and release of
the body. She despised the term
"modern dance" and prefers
"contemporary dance." She
thinks the concept of what was
"modern" was constantly
changing and was thus inexact
as a definition.
We are sure that Martha Graham
is a very good dance teacher and
we recommend all dancers to try
to get into this new important
company of contemporary dance
to improve their abilities.
For more information write to our
editorial office and we will give
you the address of Martha
Graham.
Eleonora Nocent

people on the pavement, a long
line of cars and taxis are deployed
in the street at the famous
opening night on Broadway. This
is New York and the fabulous
event dates back to the 24th of
June when, at the Globe Theatre,
Florenz Ziegfeld’s annual musical
revue “No Foolin'” was on stage.
This summertime revue was
originally planned as a Follies
instalment, but an unsatisfied
Ziegfeld renamed it with the
subtitle of “Ziegfeld's American
Revue”.
Backstairs gossip said that
probably this sudden shift was
caused by an unexpected and a

two of his partners.
Notwithstanding these
difficulties, the show was played
for the first time in the story of
the Follies at the Globe with a
great success. For this special
occasion, Howard Thain painted
an oil on canvas symbolising the
Opening Night of the Ziegfeld
Follies at the Globe Theatre.
Historically talking, the Follies
are inspired by the Folies
Bergères of Paris and started in
1 907, but unfortunately they
were not called with this name
until 1 911 . There were revues
before then, combinations of
extravaganza, cabaret and

luxury.
In the first decade of the XX
century the comedy team
appeared with the lovely Lillian
Russell with her unusual shows:
a strange mix of high comedy
and musical. Afterwards they
became performances to all
intents and purposes: they were
beautiful women and elaborate
costumes designed by creative
designers which were very often
the talk of Broadway.
Would you like to feel these
emotions?! Don't miss this show!

Zigfeld follies the
real
folly!!!
not-well-known quarrel between
Gleaming lights, a crowd of

Parisi Martina
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SPORT

Interview to Jordan Baker
Jordan Baker is a golf player of 1 920s. She is really famous because she won a lot of golf tournaments,
the last one was the Miami tournament. But she’s famous also because of a cheat that she had
committed... here’s her story...
Good morning Jordan, so you
are a well-known golf player.

When did you start loving this
sport?

So you won a lot and then
when you started losing some
matches, you began to cheat..
did you?

Good morning to you! Well my
father loved golf and I was the
only daughter. He brought me a
club for my birthday and then I
began to play golf.

Yes, I did. I cheated because I
didn’t want to see my father
disappointed.

It is very strange for a woman
do this type of sport. How did
you achieve this?

I was in a golf tournament in
Chicago and I moved my golf
ball in order to gain a better
position for my next shot. But
this cheat didn’t work perfectly
and after three matches they
discovered me cheating.

I’m a self-made woman. I made
myself in my house’s garden, it
was too big and my father
taught me the main rules. I
wanted to be the best golf player
in the world so my dad could be
proud of me.

And so you began to play...

And how did you cheat?

And what was your dad’s
opinion?
My dad was very angry and he
still not talking to me.

Yes, I did. I began to play golf at
high level at 11 , my dad was my
trainer and after some years I
began to win a lot of
tournaments. My dad was really
proud of me!
Then I started to lose some
matches...

When they discovered your
cheat what was your
punishment?
The golf federation suspended
me for 5 years... so I decided to
stop playing golf..

Why and when did you take
this decision?
I decided after the sentence of
the Golf Federation.. and my
dad wasn’t so happy but now
my life has changed. I loved
playing golf but now I can
dedicate my free time to myself.

What are you doing now?
I’m doing nothing, I go to parties
and I spend all my time with my
friends! I’m feeling really good!
This is really good for you!
Thank you for your time.

Elisa Zamparutti
(Jordan Baker)
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Babe in private
This is the unique interview with the redeemed baseball player Babe who was banned from baseball for
the Black Socks scandal and now is searching something new to do. The scandal took place in 1 91 9 and
Babe lost and won matches to get money. He was corrupted and also other eight people were banned for
the same reason from baseball forever.

Hi George how are you?
Hi!! Please call me Babe...with
this name I feel more confident
and everybody knows me as
Babe not as George Herman... I
really don't like it... Well, we can
say I’m ok but I miss baseball a
lotS.

baseball series from the kids
teams to the major leagueS.
But thankfully I can go to the
stadium.

Talking about your career in
baseball how did you feel
when you broke the off-the
field?

Starting from the
beginningShow did you
become a baseball player?
When I was a child I was very
lively so my family enrolled me
to a catholic school and there I
started playing baseball and all
the people said to me I was
good. One day a talent scout
saw me and auditioned me and
I signed up for the Baltimore
OriolesS

You were lucky but after you
made a mistakeS.
Yeah, I know what are you
talking aboutS I made a mistake
and know I’m paying the
consequencesS. My entire life
has changed and I can’t find a
senseS.. I’m lost without my
sport and I’m searching for
something to doS. I can’t do
anythingSonly play baseballS

Why don’t you become a
baseball manager?
I can’t I’m banned from all the

(George Herman)

Well I was really excited but for
me it wasn't so important... I was
prouder when my children were
born....

Oh really? How many children
have you got?

I hope that Lilly who loves all
sports will become a softball
player.

Talking again about you, which
team do you support?
I'm a supporter of the Yankees.
I've being supporting the
Yankees since I was a
little child. But to be
sincere I'm also a
supporter of football
because my grandfather
was German and when
once I went there he took
me to a football match and
I think it's quite an
interesting sport...

Which team does your
daughter support?
She supports the Yankees like
me in fact we always go to the
stadium togetherS

Thank you very much Babe for
this interview!!
Francesca Medeossi

I’ve got two children, one from
my first wife and one from the
second one.

That's fantastic!!! and are they
good at playing baseball?
One likes baseball and softball
very much but the other one,
Margaret, prefers ballet.
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CARS

Have cars changed our
can, using the car and travelling
life?
wherever and whenever they
The answer to this question is
very simple, thanks to Henry Ford
the car, which entered the market
like a toy for rich people has
begun to be accessible also for
the middle class because his
company sells cars at low prices
and pays workers enough for
them to afford to buy the
automobile.
The production of automobiles
began in 1 988 in Germany by
Carl Benz then the mass
production of it was moved to the
USA where the car made a huge

impression in American
economy and life:economically it
promoted the growth of the
petroleum and steal industries,
socially it helped to break the
barriers between urban and rural
America.
We can underline that before the
automobile people were forced to
live near rail lines or stations in
order to travel, but now with this
new and fantastic means of
transport people are allowed to
live anywhere because they

want.
In the past trains were the
dominant method of
transportation and life was very
different because people that
lived in the country had to work in
farms but thanks to the car
people can move in order to find
better conditions of life.
Certainly the car is a fantastic
invention that helps us in our
everyday life, so it has really
changed our life!
Sara Vidussi

The real Ford
Henry Ford was born on the 30th
July 1 863, he is married and
father of a child, he is a
prominent American industrialist,
the founder of the Ford Motor
Company, and sponsor of the
development of the assembly
line technique of mass
production. His introduction of
the Model T automobile has
revolutionized transportation and
American industry.
As owner of the Ford Motor
Company, he is becoming one of
the richest and best-known
people in the world. He is known
worldwide especially in these
years for a system called

Fordism that seems to promise
modernity, high wages and cheap
consumer goods. Ford produced
the 80 horsepower racer "999"
which Barney Oldfield was to
drive to victory in a race in
October 1 902.
He received the backing of an old
acquaintance, Alexander Y.
Malcomson, a Detroit-area coal
dealer. They formed a
partnership, "Ford & Malcomson,
Ltd." to manufacture
automobiles.
Ford went to work designing an
inexpensive automobile, and the
duo leased a factory and
contracted with a machine shop
owned by John and Horace E.
Dodge.
The Model T was introduced on
the 1 st October 1 908.

It had the steering wheel on the
left, which every other company
soon copied. The car was very
simple to drive, and easy and
cheap to repair. It was so cheap
at $825 in 1 908 (the price fell
every year) that by the 1 920s, a
majority of American drivers had
learned to drive on the Model
T.We suggest you buy this
beautiful car and you won’t
regret it!
Natalia Janscak
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ARCHITECTURE

The future of New York City:
the Chrysler Building
The Chrysler Building is going to
be built in the next 2 years, no
better period than this
competitive climate of the 1 920s.
The American economy is
flourishing, and there isn’t
enough office space to go
around; urban builders are
encouraged to aim high. During
this year, Walter P. Chrysler, one
of the wealthiest men in the
automotive industry, entered his
offer in the unofficial competition
to build the tallest structure in
New York City. He wants an
office building exalted enough to
symbolize his own astounding
ascent in the business world.
Brooklyn-born architect William
Van Alen, who has a reputation
for progressive, bright coloured
design, meets Chrysler’s
challenge with a seventy-sevenstory building, a skyscraper to
maybe exceed a height of one
thousand feet.
The pyramidal form of the
Chrysler Building is dictated by a
1 91 6 zoning ordinance requiring
buildings to be thought as they
rose to allow sunlight to reach
the streets. This restriction
allows architects to take a more
sculptural approach to urban
design.
Instead of the tall, bland,
rectangular boxes that had
begun to colonize the city, ,
inventive and dynamic forms
begin to lend interest and variety
to the Manhattan skyline. The
ordinance also focused attention

on the summit of a building. Atop
the Chrysler Building, seven
overlapping arches diminish
toward the top to create the
illusion of a building even taller
than it is. The distinctive
decoration, a pattern of triangles
set in semicircles, is linked to a
sunburst, but it might equally
recall the spokes of a wheel.Van
Alen’s signal contribution to
American architecture is to apply
to modern skyscrapers the

visual vocabulary of Art Deco,
an international decorative style
that emphasized streamlined
motifs and often employed
nontraditional materials.

In the last months we have seen
a great increase in the number of
Art Decò goods in shops. First of
all we have to explain what
exactly Art Decò is, this artistic
style had its origin in the past
decade, more or less in the
1 91 0s. The principal
characteristics of this decorative
period are: the primitive arts like
African and Egyptian art, the
sculpture of ancient Greece,
modern Cubism and Futurism.
Even technology, for example:
radio and natural shapes and
also Jazz music have influenced
it. In the shops we can find many
items, in Art Decò style, in a lot of
different materials such as
aluminum, stainless steel, wood,
even shark and zebra skin. Many
people can find

this type of art a bit eccentric, but
there isn’t a single home without
at least one piece of furniture
belonging to this style. This type
of furniture is the most sold in
this period; furniture has fluid
geometrical lines, and mass
production makes it affordable to
many consumers, in contrast
with art nouveau that was too
expensive because it was not
mass produced. Experts belive
this type of art will have a
wonderful future, especially in
the architectural sector, both in
building and in interiors.

Patrick Cesare

New style in
forniture

Lorena Zoto
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FASHION

Get yourself a fabulous look!

It's the rage of the 1 920's!
To get the right look, your
hemline has to be on the
knee or near the calf – no
longer and no shorter!
We also like long
silhouettes, in silk and
chiffon. Curves are
definitely not fashionable
this year! Your choice in
underwear can help you
– the new and modern
bra is much more
practical than your old
corset.
And don't forget the
ultimate in fashion
choices – your hat –
make sure it is a cloche –
so people can see how
short and sleek your
hairstyle is and it doesn't
show off those unseemly
foreheads! And what
about your shoes? Well,
T-bar shoes, buckles and
bows, all in lovely pastel
shades are a must. Go
for the same pastel
colour stockings to show
off your long legs! A little
embroidery also goes a
long way in the world of
fashion. And remember to
highlight your face before
facing your public!
Makeup is definitely a
must. Rouge up your lips,
powder your face, but
only use the best quality
products....and keep
make-up in a beaded
matching handbag in a
stunning colour and
pattern, lined with satin or
silk.

And last but not least, the
jewellery. Go for anything
Oriental and from ancient
Egypt.
Simple designs and
geometric shapes will
impress as well as a long
strings of beads. Don't
leave the house without
them.
If you are in the mood for a
swim, put away your old,
baggy, ugly, dark swim suit
and put on a light-weight,
colourful bathing costume.
Giulia Billiani
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HOLLYWOOD

A new star has risen

She is beautiful, intelligent and she has a crown on her head: she is Miss America 1 926.
Norma Smallwood is the first Native American (Cherokee) to win Miss America’s title.
How do you feel
representing America’s
beauty?
“It is an honour for me to be
approved by the people, I am
so ecited about the victory and
I am proud to be the first Native
with this title!”

What are your “hopes” for
the future?
“My dream is working in
television, being a star! Also
publicity is a good starting point
for fame and I hope I will
realise my dream!”

We know that you have just
received some proposals
about work, is it true?
“Yes, I have received a
proposal for publicity for
Madows Washing Machines
and Westinghouse Electric as a
poster girl, why not try?”

What about love?
“My boyfriend is very jealous,
he didn’t want me to go to the
competition but I told him that
this is my dream and he
understood”
So thank you very much
Norma and good luck!!!
Anna Bearzotti

SCANDAL!
(In the photo Norma Smallwood)

Scandal in New York, the famous
writer Scott Fitzgerald confesses in
a letter to a friend all his excesses
with alcohol, excessive partying
and fights with Zelda.
It seems that all started when the
couple bought the house in Long
Island, a fashionable resort, which
inspired the social environment to
the writer of the novel The Great
Gatsby.
All what the writer had earned with
the success of previous novels
was squandered on unnecessary
and wasteful parties, Fitzgerald

was constantly in financial trouble
and often required loans from his
literary agent, Harold Ober, and his
editor at Scribner's, Maxwell
Perkins. For this economic
problem Scott and Zelda began to
have misunderstandings, and he
lets off steam with the use of
alcohol.
In the letter that Scott wrote in
1 924 ,he said that he paid 50
dollars to the doctors to prescribe
him whiskey .
Giulia Driutti
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Charlie Chaplin is still on the top

The best actor of these years is
Charles Spencer Chaplin, even if
all of us know him as Charlie
Chaplin. This period is very
important for him; in fact he is a
famous actor and has also the
opportunity to produce and direct
many films.
Chaplin began his official acting
career at the age of eight (he was
born in April 1 889) but in these
years he is the best known actor
all over the world.
Two recent important films

in this period, are “The Kid” and
“The Pilgrim”, produced and
directed by him, in which he also
acted.
The first was on the screen in
February 1 921 , instead later in
February 1 923. Last year,
in1 925, we had the pleasure to
see him in another film, The Gold
Rush, considered one of the
best of his production.
In the Gold Rush he plays a
humble kind-heated character,
who in the end is refunded

for the good he does. The
famous scene in this movie is
when he cooked and ate a boot
and had a few days of illness. It
was because of the laxative
effect of liquorice contained
in the boot that he had to
consume in a large quantity
since the scene had to be
repeated several times.
Cesare Federica

A new success for King Vidor

Ladies and gentleman welcome
back to our weekly rendez-vous
with CIAKreview.
This week I’m going to spend
some time talking about the
movie “La Bohème” by King
Vidor.
The cast is very rich: John
Gilbert, Lillian Gish, Roy D’Arcy
etcS.
The film takes place in Paris in
1 830. Mimi (Gish), a poor dress
maker, can’t pay her rent and is
about to be evicted, when
Rudolph (Gilbert), a young
playwright, takes her into his
circle of bohemian friends. The
gratitude of Mimi for Rudolph
develops into an idyllic love.
Rudolph starts writing for a
newspaper while working on a
play, inspired by Mimi.
Unfortunately he is discharged,
but doesn’t let Mimi know, who
wants to get his play produced
and Count Paul (D’Arcy), a
cynical boulevardier attracted by
Mimi, offers to help. But

Rudolph thinks that Mimi
is faithless to him with
Paul. They leave until
Mimi is sickSWill they
come back together?
To have the answer to this
question just go and see
this lovely movie!
On February 24th I went
to the première in New
York where I met the
charming female
protagonist Lillian Gish.
To prepare herself for the
role she learned how to
breathe without visible
movements, she also
visited a lot of hospitals
to learn about several stages of (In the photo, a scene)
tuberculosis. When I asked her if
she was happy to have taken part That’s all for this week, see you
in this film, she said that she was next time with another movie!
very glad about it, even if she had
some problems with the coprotagonist John Gilbert.
So ladies and gentleman, if you
want to spend a romantic evening
Andrea Fanton
with your partner, go and see it!
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BOOKS

Hemingway's latest novel:
will success also rise?
Here we are again, after just one
year from the publication of the
collection of short stories “In our
time” Ernest Hemingway returns
with a new book. The new novel
is entitled “The Sun Also Rises”.
The narrator and main character
of this engrossing story is Jake
Barnes,a journalist who lives in
Paris. He is in love with Lady
Brett Ashley, an English woman
who perfectly embodies the
modern kind of independent
woman. Jake's friend Robert
Cohn is also an American
expatriate,a Jewish writer who
lives in Paris with his girlfriend
Frances Clyne. Unfortunately for
one reason that I won't reveal,
the cynical Brett will give up
Jake's love.
Meanwhile Bill Gorton, another
Jake's friend arrives from New
York. The two decide to leave for
Spain to do some fishing and
later take part in the Fiesta in
Pamplona.
In Pamplona Jake an Bill will join
Cohn, Brett and her Scottish
fiancè Mike Campbell. The
Fiesta begins: all the guests
drink, eat, dance, watch the
During the reading of the novel
we discover that every

street running with the bulls and
argue with each other.
Here Brett gets infatuated with
Romero, a young bullfighter.

man of the story, except Bill, is in
love with Brett. How will end the
story? Who will win Brett's heart?
The novel perfectly represents
our times, with characters that
have lived through the World
War like us and are looking for a
new modern kind of life,
experiencing new emotions
through thrilling experiences.
Hemingway uses a direct and
simple language to portray an
enthralling story and to identify
the readers with the characters.
So don't miss this novel that
certainly will become a bestseller.
Mansutti Sabrina
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FOREIGN NEWS

The secrets aspects of the Italian
latin-lover Gabriele D'Annunzio
If you want to go in Italy this
summer, don’t panic if the Italian
people give you a strange
welcome. In fact in Italy a new
type of salute called the “Roman
Salute” has recently become
famous. This is a gesture used
by Gabriele D'Annunzio, poet
writer and politician. At the
beginning this gesture was
painted in a Jacques-Louis
David's painting and then it was
used also in films and plays. In
fact D'Annunzio addopted this
gesture cinematographically.
Thanks to his influence very
soon it became a part of the
Italian fascist movement's
symbolic repertoire. Everybody
knows D'Annunzio' s life: A life
full of money, women but only
when I met him for an interview i
understood how really this
famous writer lives. I went to his
house in Gardone .
I immediately noticed the
mountain of strange objects that
there were in the rooms. I
interviewed him in the living room
and he started to tell me his life
from when he was a child.
D'Annunzio is an Italian poet,
dramatist, daredevil and war
hero, who went on to have a
rather eccentric career in politics.
He is also considered a LatinLover.

In fact he has got many women
around him and he is considered
an indecent and immoral person,
for his very erotic works.
The first question was about
Fascism in Italy because We
know very little about this topic.
“Could you please tell me
something about this new
movement called Fascism?”
“Well, Four years ago, I and my
supporter Benito Mussolini
decided to create a movement in
Italy. Fascism is a political
ideology .Fascists believe that

a nation is an organic
community that requires strong
leadership, singular collective
identity, and the will and ability to
commit violence and wage war in
order to keep the nation strong”.
I noticed a bandage on his eye
so I asked him why he had the
bandage: ”I lost one eye in the
World War”.
I came out from that house very
confused but I’m really happy to
have met a very eccentric person
like him.

Cristina Bottos
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NEWS

When alcohol drives you to death!
Is it true that alcohol destroys families and causes madness??

Well, for the Governement it is, that’s why on the 1 0th of October 1 91 9 it approved an
amendment against alcohol.But, even if the law says that alcohol is illegal, some people have
made a business out of it.How are they called? Bootleggers. These people hide alcohol in their
pants, long coats, false books, and almost anything they can find, and then export it and sell it.
Unfortunately, these affairs are usually connected to murders. An average of 2,000 people died
from poisoned liquor made from industrial alcohol which didn’t have all of the additives
removed. Furthermore, bootleggers killed people that couldn’t pay their orders.
Is it worth to risk your life only to drink a snifter of gin?

POSITIVE RUMORS:

CRIME NEWS:

An unusual story happened in Capitol Hill.
The important Dr. Samuel Harden Church,
president of the Carniege Institute of Technology,
has observed that hip flasks are very common
among the students on his campus. But, as a
result of this statement, a witness accused Dr.
Church of saying those things only because he
had been stopped by the Prohibition Service who
found him with some liquor coming down from
Canada for his own use.
Chiara Schiavo
shares. There are a lot of firms
among which you can choose:
The black Model T Ford can be
the Coca Cola Company, the
seen in every street of New York
Ford Motor Company and
City and this is a fact that is
Chrysler Corporation.
easily and objectively evidence
In fact, only three years ago, in
of the growth of the company.
1 923, six-bottle cartons were
Two years ago, in 1 924, the
introduced to the market and this Chrysler Six was launched on
new type of packaging deeply
the market and it became
changed the popularity of Coca
famous thanks to its “high-tech”
Cola, which can now be seen in equipment which consisted in
a lot of posters along the streets. aluminium pistons, a high
On the other hand, as for car
compression engine, hydraulic
firms, the Ford Motor Company
brakes and shock absorbers.
and Chrysler Corporation are in
This type of car is known for its
wide expansion. Henry Ford was speed and will probably become
able to reduce the cost of cars to one of the icons of this period for
a level that most people could
the future generations.
afford, through innovative
I would advise you to take
methods of mass production
advantage of this economic
using assembly-line methods.
boom and to think about the idea
Moreover, a lot of car factories
of investing your money in bonds
are employing thousands of
or shares, as you prefer. Don't
workers and whole new
miss this opportunity and change
industries are developing to
your future!
serve the automobile.
Angelica Benetton

The gossip magazine “Dry” says more people are
buying their babies shoes now that they can't
spend their money on alcohol.

How to make
money

.Seven years ago (in 1 91 9) a lot
of people suffered from the postwar recession but nowadays a lot
of new discoveries and
inventions in almost every field
have changed most people’s way
of living.
Thanks to the new advertising
campaigns, there is an increase
in the sales of consumer goods
because everyone wants to buy
new electronic items in order to
be fashionable. New types of
goods, such as cars, fridges,
washing machines, vacuum
cleaners became common and
there is also a new drink that you
can find on the tables of every
kind of restaurant and house,
Coca Cola. Often, consumers
don’t consider the fact of saving
money for the future and they go
on a spending spree. But if you
want to be different from the
mass and not lose all your
money, you can decide to invest
your savings in one of the firms
that have recently made large
profits, by buying some bonds or
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NECROLOGY

Antoni Gaudì dead in a banal accident

The famous Spanish architect
died yesterday June 1 0th at the
Santa Cruz hospital in
Barcelona, after a three-day stay
in the hospital for a road
accident. He was still working on
the church of the Sagrada
Familia which he started in 1 884.
On Monday afternoon he was
walking along Grand Via, in the
center of Barcelona, to reach the
Saint Felip church, when a tram
knocked him down. He was
wearing untidy clothes so he was
exchanged for a tramp and
carried to the Santa Cruz charity
hospital. Only the next day the
hospital chaplain recognized that
he was Antoni Gaudì I Cornet,
the city's famous and
controversial architect and the
man who was directing the works
on Barcelona's most emblematic
building, the church of the
Sagrada Familia.
The doctors said he was a
seriously ill patient: he had some
fractured ribs, irregular
heartbeats, and stomach
problems. Then he died on June
1 0th at the age of 73 .
Antoni Gaudì was born the 25th
June 1 852 in Reus. He was the
fifth and last child of the
coppersmith Francesco and his
mother Antonia. He left Reus at
an early age to go to live in
Barcelona, but he always kept a
strong attachment to his town. In
1 883, he enrolled at the School
of Architecture in Barcelona. He
had to work to pay for his
studies, and it is in these odd
jobs that he learned the most. He
had to find solutions to practical
problems. After he graduated, he
began receiving commissions

from people. His first important
commission was Casa Vicens,
but then he was also offered to
build Casa Batllò, Casa Milà and
Palace and Park Guell.
But he had never been so
involved in a job, as happened
with the church of the Sagrada
Familia.
Even if it had already been
begun by another architect, as a
profound religious man, he was
enthusiastic when he was
entrusted with this task in 1 884.
Since 1 908 he dedicated himself
only to the Sagrada Familia, but
at the time of his death he
managed to complete only the
crypt, the apse, completed in
1 894, and the Nativity Façade in
these last years.
He is considered a genius, as
the shape of his works, full of

curves and colors, took
inspiration from nature, animals
and plants. He had a strong
personality since he was young,
and he struggled with his temper
several times. He devoted
himself whole heartedly to his
work, but his determination and
stubbornness sometimes led him
to walk off from the projects
when he disliked the way they
were evolving.
He could have lived a far more
prosperous life, but he chose
poverty. “Poverty,” he said,
“leads to elegance and beauty.”
The funeral will be tomorrow
June 1 2th at the cripta of the
Sagrada Familia. We are certain
thousands of Spaniards will
mourn his lost.
Sara Cusmà Piccione
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